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Experiments with stochastic perturbation of physical tendencies in

COSMO-Ru2-EPSDMITRY ALFEROV AND ELENA ASTAKHOVAHydrometenter of Russia, Roshydromet, Mosow, RussiaAbstratThe experiments with the sheme of stohasti perturbation of physial tendenies (SPPT) were arriedout using the COSMO-Ru2-EPS ensemble predition system. Several SPPT settings were tested. Both asestudies and probabilisti veri�ations of foreast monthly series were performed.It was found that SPPT ould be useful for preipitation foreasts improving the desription of the rainloation and start, inreasing the ensemble spread in the areas of unertain foreasts, and slightly improvingthe probabilisti sores.SPPT does not add value to 2-m temperature foreasts but results in a better desription of the 2-m temper-ature distribution. It is possible to improve the skill of temperature foreasts by varying the SPPT settings.1 IntrodutionEnsemble foreasting is a ommonmethod for prediting the future state of the atmosphere and the probabilityof this state. The well-known problem of ensembles is their insu�ient spread.The RMSE of prognosti realizations with respet to the ensemble mean (the ensemble spread) and theRMSE of the ensemble mean with respet to observations should demonstrate a similar growth with foreastlead-time, but it is often not so.To inrease the ensemble spread and to get its adequate growth in time, it is neessary to allow for foreastunertainties following not only from errors in our knowledge of the initial atmospheri state (that is, frompossible errors in initial and lateral boundary onditions) but also from the model imperfetions as well asfrom errors in surfae boundary onditions.In this paper, we examine how the implementation of the sheme of stohasti perturbation of physialtendenies (SPPT) to the COSMO-Ru2-EPS system a�eted the ensemble spread and performane.
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5 Preditability and Ensemble Methods 362 Experiment setupIn our experiments, we used the COSMO-Ru2-EPS system that had been previously developed within theframework of the CORSO Priority projet (Rivin, Rozinkina, 2011). The system provided a dynamial down-saling of COSMO-S14-EPS, the Italian ensemble predition system for the Sohi-2014 Olympis.In turn, COSMO-S14-EPS was a lone of COSMO-LEPS (Montani et al., 2011) moved to the Sohi region.The systems are skethed in Fig. 1 and desribed in detail in (Montani et al., 2013, 2014).

Figure 1: Ensemble nesting for Sohi. The integration domains for COSMO-S14-EPS and COSMO-Ru2-EPSare olored blue.Both COSMO-S14-EPS and COSMO-Ru2-EPS ran operationally during the Olympi Games 2014 providingprobabilisti produts to Sohi foreasters. All observations and foreasts issued during the Olympis arestored in a speial TIGGE-LAM styled arhive (Astakhova et al., 2016) thus failitating further researh.In this study we extrated the operational COSMO-Ru2-EPS foreasts for February 2014 starting at 00 and12 UTC from the arhive and used them as a referene experiment hereafter referred to as noSPPT. Somedetails of the operational runs are summarized in Table 1.
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5 Preditability and Ensemble Methods 37Table 1: COSMO-Ru2-EPS settings for the operational Olympi runs (noSPPT experiment)Model COSMO model version 4.22Foreast area Sohi region(see Fig. 1)Grid step 2.2 kmNumber of levels 50Initial& Taken from COSMO-S14-EPSboundary onditions (COSMO-LEP reloated to the Sohi region;see Fig.1)Membership 10Foreast length 48hOutput time step 1hPhysial perturbations No perturbations(no SPPT sheme inluded)After the Olympi Games, additional experiments were arried out with COSMO-Ru2-EPS with the aim totest the SPPT sheme and to assess its e�et on the foreast spread and skill. The model resolution, theintegration domain, the foreast length, the ensemble size, as well as initial and boundary onditions werethe same as in the referene experiment noSPPT.The period from February 1 to February 28, 2014 wasonsidered.The SPPT sheme (Buizza et al., 1999) has been implemented to the COSMOmodel v.5.1. However, due to theourtesy of L. Torrisi and C. Shra�, who provided the neessary software, we ould start the experiments priorto the o�ial release of version 5.1. Therefore, the �rst experiments with the SPPT sheme at Roshydrometwere performed with version 5.0 of the COSMO model omplemented by some additional modules. Later,after the SPPT sheme had been introdued to the o�ial COSMO ode and model version 5.1 had beenreleased, we hanged to this version in our experiments. Have in mind that version 5.1 didn't di�er muhfrom version 5.0 with additional modules.There are several parameters in the SPPT sheme that govern the perturbation size and their spatiotemporalorrelations. A full desription of SPPT settings an be found in COSMO User's Guide (Shaettler et al.,2014). The goal of our experiments was not only to test SPPT with its reommended parameters but also tounderstand to whih degree the variations of these parameters (the SPPT setting) in�uene the results. Wetried the following parameters, de�ning several aspets of random number �eld generation:� the random number oarse grid distanes dlat_rn and dlon_rn;� the type of distribution of random numbers lgauss_rn;� the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution of random numbers stdv_rn;� the upper limit imposed to the absolute value of random numbers range_rn;� the parameter showing whether the random numbers are interpolated in spae lhorint_rn and timeltimeint_rn;� number of random number patterns with di�erent orrelation sales npattern_rn;� time inrement for drawing new random number �eld hin_rn.We also tried to vary the parameter itype_qxpert_rn, showing whih hydrometeor tendenies are per-turbed, and the parameter itype_qxlim_rn, determining the type of redution/removal of the perturbationin ase of negative or supersaturated values of spei� water vapor ontent or negative other water-ontentrelated harateristis.COSMO Newsletter No. 17: July 2017 www.osmo-model.org



5 Preditability and Ensemble Methods 38The list of experiments and the orresponding SPPT settings are given in Fig.2. COSMO model v. 5.1 wasused in all experiments exept for the experiment SPPTtest whih was run with COSMO model v.5.0. Notethat the referene experiment noSPPT was based on COSMO model v.4.22.Both ase studies and veri�ation of monthly series of foreasts were arried out. The results are presentedin the next setions.3 Case studiesThe main attention was given to the ability of COSMO-Ru2-EPS to predit preipitation and 2-m temperatureover the mountain area. Two ases were analyzed, both from the list of interesting events prepared by theOlympi foreasters and reommended for thorough analysis (see Astakhova et al., 2016). The results ofexperiments SPPTtest and noSPPT were onsidered.

Figure 2: The list of experiments and the orresponding SPPT settings.COSMO Newsletter No. 17: July 2017 www.osmo-model.org



5 Preditability and Ensemble Methods 39The �rst ase was the tropospheri Foehn event on February 7, 2014. It was haraterized by higher thanusual 2-m temperature with very weak diurnal variations, low humidity, and east and southeast winds at1500�2300 m. The rise of atmospheri temperature at about 1500 m above the sea level was poorly preditedby most models from many ountries partiipating in the FROST-2014 projet (the WWRP RDP/FDPprojet devoted to the Sohi Olympis, Kiktev et al., 2014, 2017).The ensemble spread �elds obtained for this ase with and without SPPT were ompared. The interestingthing found in the di�erene of the spread �elds was that it depended on orography. Figure 3 demonstratesthe di�erene of 2-m temperature spread in 30-h foreasts with and without SPPT (experiments SPPTtestand noSPPT) (top) and the model orography (bottom). The orrelation of the �elds is obvious.The maximum inrease of the spread due to SPPT introdution was found over high mountains, the spreadover low areas (inluding sea) was also big. Meanwhile, at middle altitudes, SPPT somewhere even dereasedthe ensemble spread.The strongest inrease in the ensemble spread at high altitudes along with the fat of poor temperatureforeasts above 1500 m in this ase an be onsidered as a positive e�et of SPPT introdution (areas ofhigher spread oinided with the areas of less skillful foreast).

Figure 3: Left panel: The di�erene of 2-m temperature ensemble spread in experiments with and withoutSPPT (SPPTtest minus noSPPT). 30-h foreast starting at 00 UTC on February 6, 2014. Right panel:model orography.We also onsidered a heavy preipitation event on February 18, 2014. The �elds of predited probabilities ofthe rain ourrene (rain exeeding 0.1 mm in 3 h) and of intense preipitation (more than 10 mm of rain in3 h) in experiments SPPTtest and noSPPT were ompared to METEOSAT data (not shown).The omparison demonstrated that the system with SPPT was more skillful in prediting the time when itstarted raining. Also less false heavy rain areas and more atual peaks were predited in the SPPTtest ex-periment. However, the loation of maximum preipitation was better desribed in the noSPPT experiment.4 Veri�ation resultsWe used the results of SPPTtest and noSPPT experiments as well as the results of �ve more experimentswith various SPPT settings (see Fig.2) in the veri�ation exerise. The onsidered period was 1�28 February2014. The foreasts were issued twie a day starting from 00 and 12 UTC analyses; the foreast lengthwas 48 hours. No separation by the initial foreast time was made, thus we used a series of 56 foreasts inomputations.The veri�ation was performed for three meteorologial �elds: 3-hour total preipitation sum (Rsum), 2-mair temperature (T2m) and 10-m wind speed. The following three ensemble foreast sores were onsidered:the Brier sore (BS), the Brier skill sore (BSS) and the area under the ROC urve (ROCA). (It's worthreminding here that the perfet sores are BS=0, BSS=1, ROCA=1).The veri�ation was made against observations of 31 meteorologial stations in the Sohi region (see Figure.COSMO Newsletter No. 17: July 2017 www.osmo-model.org



5 Preditability and Ensemble Methods 404). R-based utilities developed and kindly provided by A. Muravev were applied.

Figure 4: Stations used for veri�ation (see the FROST-2014 projet website http://frost2014.meteoinfo.ru/for details) .The resulting sores are presented in Figures.5-6.It was nie to see that the introdution of SPPT did not result in the preipitation foreast degradation.Figure 5 demonstrates BS, BSS and ROCA as funtions of foreast lead-time for the events �3-h preipitationis greater than 0.1 mm/3h, 1 mm/3h, and 5 mm/3h� for all experiments listed in Fig 2.The sores for di�erent experiments are very lose. However, for higher thresholds (Rsum > 1 mm/3h and
Rsum > 5 mm/3h) the SPPTtest experiment gives the best results. Note that intense preipitation (R_sum> 5 mm/3h) is predited badly in all experiments (BSS is low, even below zero for some lead-times). It isprobably related to insu�ient statistis, suh events were rather rare during the period onsidered.
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5 Preditability and Ensemble Methods 41

(a)

(b)

()Figure 5: Veri�ation sores as funtions of foreast lead-time for the events �3-h preipitation (Rsum) isgreater than 0.1 mm/3h (a) , 1 mm/3h (b) , and 5 mm/3h () � for all experiments listed in Fig.2. Solid line:BS, long-dashed line: BSS, dashed line: ROCA. Red lines: noSPPT, purple: SPPTtest, orange: SPPTphys,blak: SPPTintphys, green: SPPT_W, brown: SPPT_W+phys, blue: SPPT_W+intphys. February 2014; 31stations.COSMO Newsletter No. 17: July 2017 www.osmo-model.org



5 Preditability and Ensemble Methods 42The results were not so enouraging for 2-m temperature foreasts. Figure 6 demonstrates the veri�ationsores for the two events �2-m temperature is above 0°C� and �2-m temperature is above 5°C�. For the�rst event, BS and ROCA are very similar for all experiments, while BSS is slightly better for noSPPT.However, for the seond event (panel b), the situation hanges signi�antly. The sores range muh betweenthe experiments and the great diversity of results gives a hane to analyze the e�et of di�erent SPPTsettings. The experiment noSPPT is learly the best for all lead times. In ontrast to preipitation foreasts,the 2-m temperature preditions are the worst for SPPTtest (violet in the plots). Analyzing the urves, wean onlude that interpolation of perturbed values in spae and time did not a�et the sores notieably.Most likely it is assoiated with too oarse perturbation grid (ompared to the model grid) used in theexperiments. Also only a small e�et followed from varying itype_qxlim_rn def, whih de�ned the type ofredution/removal of the perturbation in ase of negative or supersaturated values of water vapor ontentor negative other water-ontent related harateristis. The sores additionally suggest that not only spei�water vapor tendenies but all hydrometeor tendenies should be perturbed.

(a)

(b)Figure 6: Veri�ation sores as funtions of foreast lead-time for the events �2-m temperature is above 0°C�(a) and �2-m temperature is above 5°C� (b) for all experiments listed in Fig.2. Solid line: BS, long-dashed line:BSS, dashed line: ROCA. Red lines: noSPPT, purple: SPPTtest, orange: SPPTphys, blak: SPPTintphys,green: SPPT_W, brown: SPPT_W+phys, blue: SPPT_W+intphys. February 2014; 31 stations.
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5 Preditability and Ensemble Methods 43The importane of perturbing all humidity tendenies is on�rmed by the skill of ensemble mean foreastsobtained in di�erent experiments. In Fig. 7 the mean error (ME), the mean absolute error (MAE) and theroot-mean-square error (RMSE) of 2-m temperature ensemble mean foreasts at Krasnaya Poliana stationare presented as funtions of lead-time for all the experiments.Here we again see the prevalene of noSPPT experiment in RMSE, MAE, and ME. SPPTtest experiment, inwhih only spei� water vapor tendenies were perturbed, gave the largest errors. Perturbing all hydrometeortendenies helps to improve the sores.

Figure 7: Error graphs for T2m ensemble mean foreasts at Krasnaya Poliana station. Solid line: mean error,long-dashed: mean absolute error, dashed: RMS error. Red lines: noSPPT, purple: SPPTtest, orange: SPPT-phys, blak: SPPT_intphys, green: SPPT_W, brown: SPPT_W+phys, blue: SPPT_W+intphys. February2014.To omplete the analysis, we deided to examine distributions of observed and predited temperatures. Figure8 demonstrates the temperature distribution histograms at Krasnaya Poliana for experiments noSPPT andSPPTtest (the distributions for experiments with other SPPT settings were alike). The eyeball analysisshows that SPPT seems to make the representation of temperature distribution more aurate.

Figure 8: Comparison of T2m distribution histograms for noSPPT and SPPTtest 48-h foreasts and forobservations. February 2014.
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5 Preditability and Ensemble Methods 44Wind speed foreast sores were rather poor both with and without SPPT. SPPT did not make signi�antdi�erene. Therefore we do not present them here.5 ConlusionsThe experiments with the sheme of stohasti perturbation of physial tendenies (SPPT) were performedusing the COSMO-Ru2-EPS ensemble predition system. The initial and boundary onditions for the runswere provided by COSMO-S14-EPS, the Italian ensemble predition system developed within the framework ofthe WWRP FDP/RDP projet FROST-2014. The period 1�28 February 2014 was onsidered. The operationalforeasts issued during the Sohi Olympi Games 2014 were used as a referene. Several SPPT settings weretested. Both ase studies and probabilisti veri�ations of foreast series were performed.Case studies demonstrated that SPPT ould be useful for preipitation foreasts improving the desriptionof the rain loation and start. The analysis of 2-m temperature preditions in the tropospheri Foehn aserevealed the orrelation between the T2m ensemble spread and the model orography. Also the oinidenebetween high-spread areas and the areas of less skillful foreast was found.The probabilisti veri�ation was performed for the monthly series of COSMO-Ru2-EPS foreasts (56 intotal). Some positive e�et of using SPPT was found for preipitation foreasts, espeially for the event �3-hpreipitation is greater than 1 mm�. Variations in the SPPT settings did not in�uene the results muh. Asfor the 2-m temperature foreasts, SPPT does not improve their skill. The veri�ation sores showed ratherlarge di�erene between experiments with various SPPT settings. Judging by Brier sore, the Brier skill soreand the area under the ROC urve, the experiment without SPPT gave the best temperature foreasts.At the same time, the eyeball analysis shows that introdution of SPPT makes the predited temperaturedistribution more realisti. Therefore, SPPT did not add value to temperature foreasts, but an sometimesimprove the representation of distribution. It is possible to improve the T2m foreast by varying the SPPTsettings. For example, perturbing all hydrometeor tendenies in most ases leads to better results than per-turbing only spei� water ontent tendeny. Also inreasing the range of standard deviation for the Gaussiandistribution of random numbers and using the higher upper limit imposed to the absolute value of randomnumbers positively ontributed to the results.AknowledgmentsThe authors are grateful to Luio Torrisi and Christoph Shra� for providing additional SPPT modules forCOSMO model version 5.0, Anatoly Muravev for veri�ation software, and Andrea Montani for providinginitial-boundary onditions. The study was made within the COTEKINO and SPRED COSMO priorityprojets.Referenes[1℄ Astakhova, E., A. Montani, D. Kiktev, A. Smirnov: 2016: COSMO-based ensemble foreasting for Sohi-2014 Olympis: arhiving the results. COSMO Newsletter, No. 16, P.40-45. Available online at http :
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